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Introduction

The World Wide Web has enabled countless new technologies to emerge

and will continue to do so. By the year 2003, the number of Internet users is

predicted to climb to almost 200 million in the United States, and to 500 million

worldwide. The 2000 Campus Computing Survey (Green, 2000) estimates that over

three-fourths of higher education institutions now offer on-line services on their

web sites ranging from e-mail services to web pages for courses. Everyone seems

to be jumping on the I/WVW bandwagon. Testing is no exception.

For some applications, web-based testing and related online assessments

offer the promise of rapid test authoring and deployment capabilities, 24 x 7

(twenty-four hours per day, seven days a week) access by examinees to testing,

immediate feedback and scoring, prompt dissemination of paperless results and

reports to the examinees, employers, teachers, or other users of scores, and a

limited need for test administrators. The implication is that web-based testing is

convenient, cost-effective and efficient. However, web-based testing (WBT) also

raises concerns about unequal access of population subgroups to Internet

technology, the security of systems, information protection and privacy, cheating

and collaboration, and general fairness issues stemming from familiarity with

WBT technologies. Beyond the commercial hype and promise of technological

assessment capabilities, we need to critically evaluate the many purposes of
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testing on the web, what we are assessing, for whom, and under what

conditions.

Wall (2000) nicely summarized four guidelines for using technology in

testing and assessment: (1) conduct research to better understand the real

advantages and disadvantages of technology use in specific contexts; (2) follow

the assessment standards and policies of applicable professional associations and

constituencies; (3) use "best practices" to ensure high quality assessment

services; and (4) stay up-to-date on new research and topics related to

assessment and technology. Keeping these guidelines in mind, this paper

discusses six challenges relevant to web-based testing. Some of these challenges

are not specific to WBT, per se, but generalize as well to computer-based testing

(CBT).

Challenges of Web-Based Testing

This paper discusses six challenges for web-based testing: (1) security and

using test centers for WBT; (2) measuring complex skills and problem-solving

tasks on the web; (3) integrating modern item selection and test assembly

algorithms; (4) storing and processing all relevant examinee response data,

including "process information"; (5) large-scale distribution of "high-

bandwidth" tests (e.g., multimedia, high-density audio-video, or images); and (6)

optimal ergonomic design of web-based testing interfaces. There are obviously

other topics that could be discussed. This list is not intended to be exhaustive.
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Test Centers and the Security of On-Line Assessments

There may be a misconception by some that web-based testing where

the examinee conveniently sits at his or her home computer, orders up and takes

a particular test, and gets the results immediately will become the standard

model for most computer-based tests in the future. Figure 1 presents a

conceptual diagram of a client-server model for testing on the Internet. A simple

schema can also verbally describe this model2. First, the Examinee (the client)

connects to Web, receives authorization, and logs into the Examination Web

Server. Second, the Examination Web Server authenticates the Examinee's

workstation or PC and establishes a secure connection, usually using public key

encryption. Third, software on the Examination Web Server selects question(s)

and publishes the examination web page(s) and associated scripts; i.e., generates

hypertext markup language (HTML) pages. [Note that actual examination units

exchanged between the Examinee and the Server may consist of individual

items, test sections or an entire test.] The Examination Web Server then pushes

the web pages containing examination, sections, or questions to the Examinee,

via the Internet connection. Fourth, the Examinee's web browser renders the

examination (given its capabilities to display various test components and run

scripts). The Examinee answers the questions using radio buttons, check boxes,

text input boxes, etc. to record his or her responses. When the examination, test

2 This schema and the conceptual diagram in Figure 1 are obviously over-simplified, but
understanding the general flow between the Examinee and Server may prove useful.
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section, or item is complete, the Examinee "submits" his or her responses to the

Examination Server. Fifth, the Examination Web Server may score the

information received up to that time and select addition items/sections to

administer or stop, signifying the completion of the test. Sixth, upon receiving

and building the complete data record of the examination, the Examination Web

Server scores the examination, publishes a score report and pushes that report

back to the Examinee, and possibly to others entitled to see the scores (e.g., an

employer, teacher, school, or certifying agency). With only slight modification,

this same model works for many web-based surveys.

This examinee-as-client WBT model demonstrates the convenience of

scheduling and taking the test for the examinee, since (s)he merely had to sit in

front of the computer, connect to the Internet, and complete the test. This model

further suggests that the testing authority can globally deploy the examination

anytime and anywhere an appropriate connection to the Internet can be

established with examinees.

Unfortunately, this model is unlikely to work for most "high stakes" tests.

There are many WBT applications for which this type of examinee-as-client

model of testing is appropriate; high stakes testing is probably not one of them.

There are two broad classes of tests and assessments. One is amenable to

web-based testing; the other is definitely "at risk" under standard applications of

WBT. Low-stakes examinations are ideal for WBT. These tests include practice
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examinations, formative or diagnostic feedback examinations, self-assessments

from training courses, course quizzes, and surveys. They tend to not require

secure data exchange and involve measurement situations where decisions,

interpretations, or other uses of the scores have few, ff any, consequences for the

examinee, the testing program or the testing authorities. In contrast, high stakes

examinations include situations such as final course examinations, academic exit

examinations, college or graduate school entrance tests, professional certification

and licensure tests, job selection tests, and clinical psychological examinations.

It is important to realize that giving an examinee access to a high-stakes

examination is identical to making it a "take-home" examination. In fact, with

WBT, the examinee does not even have to take the exam home the test is

delivered directly to the client's personal computer. It seems improbable that

employers seeking to screen potential examinees, colleges making admissions

decisions, licensing or certification agencies entrusted with protecting the public,

can naively invoke an "honor code" and trust examinees enough to self-

administer high-stakes take-home examinations.

One of the major drawbacks of web-based testing, especially in

unproctored environments, is security. That is, how can the testing authority

(teacher, employment specialist, professional certifying body, licensing authority,

testing organization, etc.) authenticate the identity of the examinee and that the

performance submitted as the assessment is that examinee's performance? In
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proctored settings, examinees are often required to provide one or two forms of

identification with a photo. How can the testing authority verify the integrity of

the data moving between the workstation and the examination web server?

Encryption schemes and security layers are not tamper proof operating over the

Internet. Once the data "arrives" at the personal computer or workstation, how

can the testing authority prevent the examinee from cheating through on-line

collaboration, copying, looking up materials on the web, etc.? Again, test

proctors usually serve this role. Finally, how can the testing authority verify the

privacy and accuracy of the data the examinee provides (test responses, as well

as personal information)?

Providing a secure testing environment minimizes many of these

problems. That has led some organizations to build dedicated, secure test

centers. Although many of the existing test-delivery vendors use secure

transmission lines, a dedicated test center can also exchange data over the

Internet. This test-center-as-client model has some obvious differences and the

examinee-as-client model shown in Figure 1. First, we need to move the

examinee's PC into a secure environmentusually a networked computer

laboratory3. We additionally need to secure the software (the browser and any

software that might unfairly aid the examinee) and, possibly, some of the

hardware on the PC (e.g., disabling floppy or zip drives to prevent the examinee

3 Wireless networks pose a interesting challenge to secure the network environment.
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from copying test materials). Letting the examinees bring their own laptops into

a testing laboratory for testing purposes is risky, regardless of the precautions

taken. Second, we need to secure the Internet connections between the local

network (usually handled by a file server) and the PC workstations and between

the local network and the examination web server. There are technical ways of

"tunneling" through the Internet using a combination of high-security

encryption methods and "black boxes" to communicate between the examination

file server and the PC workstations connected to a local area network (LAN) at

the test center. Third, we need to put proctors in the test center (human and/or

electronic surveillance) to monitor the examinees. In high-stakes testing, there

seems to be no good replacement for using proctors or surveillance equipment.

Figure 2 depicts a possible configuration for LAN-based web-testing at a

test center. The local area network (LAN) is comprised of a number of

workstations (denoted by the circled letter, A) connected by an Ethernet (or any

other LAN configuration) to a LAN file server (B). The "black box" (C) is

essentially a combined firewall4 and high-tech encoding equipment that encrypts

and decrypts the information going out from the LAN and coming back in. The

black box sends and receives the encrypted data to the web server (D). An

external Internet provider may provide the server or the test center may have its

own web server. Only encrypted data travels back and forth between the web

4 A firewall is typically used to protect a web server or client from external hackers.
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server on the client side and the web server on the examination server side. At

the other end of the connection, another web server (E) receives and sends

encrypted data to and from another black box (F). That black box "handshakes"

with the first black box (C) encrypts outgoing information and decrypts

incoming information. The second black box also exchanges decrypted

information with the examination file server and the database system (G), neither

of which is directly connected directly to the web. There are many other

possible design variations. This basic model merely illustrates how a dedicated

test center network can use the Internet for transmitting and receiving test-

related information with a centralized examination server.

Still, dedicated test centers have serious drawbacks, too. Limited seating

capacities at the centers, sometimes inconvenient locations, and scheduling

complications when examinees from different test programs must compete for

prime times and locations, all conspire to reduce much of the inherent flexibility

and efficiency gains of WBT. Furthermore, dedicated test centers change for

"seat time", which can substantially increase test delivery costs.

In short, a test-centered Internet delivery model is a hybrid of WBT that

moves the entire enterprise into a secure and highly controlled environment.

The Internet merely becomes a convenient transmission medium for moving

information between the test center and the central examination server. There

are obvious costs, but the gains in security are often worth it to testing agencies.
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Over time, I would hope that alternative testing enterprise models (e.g., "plug-

and-play" test centers set up at university or school-based computer laboratories)

will emerge that provide all of the necessary security and other relevant test

standardization features without the high overhead and facilities costs of

dedicated test centers.

Measuring Complex Skills And Problem-Solving Tasks On The Web

In practice, on-line assessments vary enormously in scope and quality.

Some web-based testing programs like the College Board's ACCUPLACE® are

large-scale enterprises that use relatively sophisticated test delivery mechanisms

like computer-adaptive testing. However, many on-line tests are low-stakes

applications intended to provide practice tests or otherwise supplement on-line

courses and other distance education initiatives.

There are two classes of software products available for web-based

testing. One class of products includes low-stakes web-test authoring-and-

compiler programs designed to complement the large volume of on-line

courseware and distance education training projects underway around the

world. This class of products includes a plethora of WBT authoring tools and

HTML/script compilers. Some of these WBT tools are public domain utilities

like Flashlight() and Hot PotatoesC; others are more elaborate software

packages that require both substantial start-up costs and less-than-trivial per-

user licensing fees. Examples include names such as LXR*TESTrm, Web Crm,
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BlackBoardTM, Questionmark Perception Tm, Top ClassTM. Some of these require

dedicated Internet servers and special security layers; others can be published to

any web server on multiple platforms. Some support the new IMS Question and

Test Interoperability (QTI-XML) specifications (IMS Global Learning

Consortium, 2000); others use proprietary data structures, obfuscation, and

encryption layers for transmittal across the web.

Another class of products includes dedicated, custom-built test-drivers

that are more applicable to high-stakes examinations. Many of the large testing

organizations and test delivery vendors either have or are building custom

testing systems that fall into this class. These test driver products typically have

the capability to move data using Extensible Markup Language (XML)

structures, have any variety of encryption and obfuscation layers to protect both

the test and response data, and employ custom browsers and rendering engines

that employ client-side "plug-ins" and server-side component software to add

functionality to the test. Because many of these latter products only operate

within a particular company's dedicated test-center environment, their general

functionality on web-based client machines and networks outside their own

network is unknown.

Despite the differences in applications, one commonality of most current

test production systems is that the question types and response formats tend to

be similar across many of the available web-test generation products. Most web-
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based test authoring tools include traditional item response types such as

multiple-choice items, multiple-response and extended-matching item, fill-in-

the-blank and constructed response items, extended text essays, and items with

hot spots (i.e., clicking on polygon area, superimposed over an image). Some of

the new production tools are adding simple drag-and-drop capabilities, as well.

Stimulus materials usually include text displays (with or without hyperlinks),

graphics, sound clips, and multimedia with video, depending on the storage

policies of the examination server sponsor and additional restrictions the Internet

service provider may impose on the examination provider.

Very few, if any, test vendors support complex simulations and

immersion-based, problem-solving tasks. An example of a simulation would be

work-sample exercise such as solving a complex tax reporting case for a

corporation using spreadsheets, research corporate financial records and

conducting on-line research of the U.S. federal tax regulations. Another example

would be managing a virtual medical patient. Some of these types of tests are

offered for privately owned, LAN-based testing networks that have dedicated

data distribution channels (e.g., Thompson Prometric and NCS Pearson).

However, web-based testing has not followed this trend.

There are many excuses that could be offered as to why simulations and

problem-based performance exercises are not well supported by current web-

based testing applications. One of logical reason is that the Internet presently
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does not have adequate bandwidth for complex, data-intensive interactions

between the examinee and a web server. There is a good deal of truth to that

excuse. Realize most of the "web transactions" between examinees and

examination web servers involve simple browser dialogs, where the server

pushes web pages and scripts to the examinee's PC and the examinee "submits"

response data back to the web server. The Internet time lags and the sluggish

response rate of most browsers simply cannot support intensive real-time

transactions. Another reason is that the customized software components

usually needed to run simulations and complex performance exercises are

difficult to "plug-in" to some browsers, can increase load times at the examinees'

workstations, and may even compromise the security of the examination system

if the component software is actually downloaded to a workstation. Hopefully,

those current limitations will not hamper future developments. A final reason

may simply be that the companies creating the web-based software do not

understand the full scope of assessment needs. Some education seems in order.

In any case, technological limitations are not good for web-based testing.

If we force our assessments to adapt to the lowest common denominator in this

case rather restrictive tests based solely upon multiple-choice and limited

response technology web-based testing will have added little except to make

quizzes, surveys and practice examinations that use those formats a bit more

convenient for eXaminees to access. The simple fact is that current web-based
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test drivers tend to be limited by their [necessary] reliance on current browser

technologies.

The next generation of web-based test drivers will need to make serious

design improvements that flexibly manage complex item types, problem-solving

tasks, and performance-based exercises. It is not currently clear whether the IMS

Question and Test Interoperability specifications (IMSWP-1 Version A) for

extensible markup structures i.e., QTI-XML (IMS Global Learning Consortium,

2000) will address these needs.

Perhaps some of the more promising areas of potential development for

web-based testing will evolve by making more extensive use of Microsoft's new

release of Visual Basic.NET, Windows.NET®, and the Server Explorer; as well as

new developments with the Object Model for ActiveX Data ObjectsTM and

Active Server Pages. Some would call many of these enhancements new

versions of Applications Program Interfaces (APIs). In any case, their potential

for integrated development of distributed, web-based applications seems

promising. Other work seems needed to develop test drivers that interact more

strongly with "middleware" APIs and server-side components running on multi-

tiered server platforms to speed up behind-the-scenes processing, allow more

intensive transactions with examinees and client servers, and to better secure the

data. Transaction-intensive like adaptive testing and simulations will especially

demand these capabilities.
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We also need to keep in mind that the production demands for new test

items, including simulations and problem-solving performance exercises, can be

enormous under computer-based testing (CBT). Web-based testing is no

different. Having large item pools can help to mitigate security risks due to

examinees memorizing and sharing items. Unfortunately, creating large item

pools is a nontrivial enterprise and implies that testing agencies.must engage in

large-scale item authoring efforts to mass produce as many high quality items as

possible. Authoring tools are needed to support these efforts. Most of the major

authoring tools include "templates" for standard multiple-choice and

constructed response item types. The templates provide "blanks" that hold the

content of the items (e.g., stem, exhibits and distractors for a multiple-choice

item). The item author fills in the blanks and the authoring software renders the

HTML code and associated scripts that will be executed by the test driver

(browser) when the item is used. However, moving toward using complex,

computerized performance assessments means developing more complicated

templates and training item writers to effectively use those tools.

Integrating Modern Item Selection And Test Assembly Algorithms

With some exceptions, the majority of web-based testing programs are

extremely weak when it comes to their actual test assembly capabilities. There

seem to be four different perspectives on what constitutes "item selection" for a

computer-based test or web-based test.
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One perspective is that the test designer should manually build each test

form. In our computerized world, this implies that the test designer needs tools

to query and drag test items, one-by-one, onto a "test form". The test assembly

component of the software therefore builds a list of items and publishes the items

in HTML or some other format. If the software is highly sophisticated, it may

allow the test designer to specify that items in the list should be randomly

scrambled and, possibly, that the multiple-choice distractors should be randomly

scrambled by running a script when the item is rendered.

A second perspective is that item selection is simply the process of

randomly selecting items from an item pool. Unfortunately, this practice often

leads to tests of differing difficulty and sometimes, different content. Reliability

and validity could become seriously compromised. Even more unfortunate is

the fact that random item-selection is one of the primary "benefits" often touted

in the marketing materials for certain web-based testing products.

A third perspective is that item selection should be adaptive, where

selecting items tailored to the proficiency level of the examinee maximizes

statistical precision of the test or allows the test length to be reduced for some

examinees without changing the level of score precision across examinees.

Because it uses item response theory (IRT), adaptive testing has the advantage of

being able to "calibrate" an examinee's performance to a common score scale,

even if their particular test form was easier or harder than other examinees' tests.
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Computer-adaptive testing (CAT) has been around since the 1970's and many

organizations have embraced the technology for tests administered over

dedicated networks. Web-based adaptive testing (WBAT) has been used less

frequently. Thanos, Way and Elliot (2000) described a particular application of

WBAT for an algebra test. The Medical Council of Canada's Qualifying

Examination (Part I) and the Clinical Reasoning Skills Examination (MCC, 2000)

are two of the first high-stakes examples of WBAT implementations. Both

examinations adaptively administer "testlets" (clusters of items with a

predefined content balance and case-based item sets) via a dedicated, secure

web-based testing system that uses the Internet to link computer laboratories in

Canadian medical schools with a central examination web server. Sitting in a

proctored testing laboratory, the examinee completes and submits a testlet from

his or her PC. The examination server scores and aggregates all previous

performance and selects the next testlet using an adaptive algorithm. The new

testlet is published and pushed to the examinee's PC as web pages.

Computer-adaptive testing (CAT) is a theoretically sound idea that has

had its difficulties in practice, especially for "on-demand" testing on a

continuous basis. Large item pools and sophisticated "exposure control"

algorithms are usually needed to reduce the likelihood that examinees will see

particular segments of the item pool. Also, some have argued that the typical
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item selection algorithms used in CAT ignore content and other features

important to establishing test validity.

A final perspective on item selection, and perhaps the most ambitious in

scope, is that all computer-based tests should embrace automated test assembly

(ATA) algorithms and heuristics to ensure that both statistical balance and

content balance can be consistently achieved on every test form. Hundreds or

even thousands of test-content and other attributes can be introduced as

"constraints" to be met. These mathematical algorithms and heuristics can also

select items, intact testlets or even test forms to meet the same or varied difficulty

levels (Luecht & Nungester, 1998). It is even possible to integrate ATA

procedures as part of the runtime web application to replace random item

selection or CAT algorithms5. Many of the major testing companies now employ

ATA software for their computer-based and paper-and-pencil tests.

Unfortunately, ATA technology seems virtually unknown in many web-based

testing circles, especially those that support distance education and other low-

stakes examination needs. Once again, some education seems in order.

There is one drawback to CAT and ATA for web-based testing. Unless

the tests are pre-constructed (see, for example, Luecht, 1998; Luecht &

Nungester, 1998), real-time CAT and ATA applications can add computational

overhead at the [web] server level. It is difficult to predict how those loads will
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impact lag times and overall performance in a typical web-based application.

ATA operating as "middleware" running on multi-tier server platforms may

help alleviate some of the overhead and processing time, especially for high

volume applications.

In any case, web-based testing developers need to realize that there is a

sophisticated science behind modern testing a science that includes more than

just randomly selecting items. The Association of Test Publishers (ATP) recently

issued its revised Guidelines for Computer-Based Testing (ATP, 2001) that

specifically address some of these issues and provide recommendations for

developing, validating, and implementing computer-based tests. Information

specific to new testing technologies such as adaptive testing, linear-on-the-fly

testing, applications of "testlets", and automated test assembly are included.

Storing And Processing Relevant Examinee Response Data

Many commercial web-based testing applications consider it part of their

"service" to provide the end-users with test scores and reports showing limited

statistical item performance measures (mean difficulties, frequencies of various

responses, and possibly, item-test correlations). Unfortunately, what most web-

testing end-users ought to demand is the raw data. Raw response data is

essential for conducting item analyses, calibrating items using an IRT model, or

5 CAT algorithms are heuristics. ATA heuristics and algorithms merely expand the number of
possible constraints and objective functions
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for conducting various types of cheating analyses that might detect examinees

collaborating on the Web, or simply for psychometric research. Furthermore,

process information such as timing data and when/how often various

components or on-line resources were used during the test are relevant

information from a measurement perspective. At the very least, those types of

measures can help in research and can further provide empirical evidence when

investigating cheating and other aberrant response cases.

It is interesting to note that a review of the QTI-XML specifications (IMS

Global Learning Consortium, 2000) does not appear to include any explicit

recommendations with respect to storing raw response-level data, timing data or

other process variables. Scoring is viewed as something handled by embedded

scripts, yielding a numeric quantity for each item (i.e., correct = 1; incorrect = 0).

The good news is that the Extensible Markup Language (XML) on which

QTI-XML is based is general enough to incorporate almost any logical data

structures and data types. There are potential overhead costs, in terms of

storage space and system performance degradation, if too much information

(encapsulated in XML-structured results files) is sent from a testing workstation

to the examination web server. Nonetheless, it becomes a political or financial

rather than a technical decision as to which information is retained and under

what conditions. For example, one might want to retain timing data and other

process information during experimental pretesting of new items and turn off
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that feature for operational test items. The web-based testing application ought

to be able to generate the raw data, regardless of whether or not it is used all the

time. The inability of most of the current commercial WBT products to routinely

provide this type of data is a grave limitation and renders many of those

products virtually useless for most serious testing applications and psychometric

research. We can only hope that those commercial organizations producing

WBT software will modify their software.

Large-Scale Distribution Of "High-Bandwidth" Tests

The bandwidth dilemma is obviously serious for web-based tests that

include high-density photographs, video clips, audio files, or any data intensive

components. Data streaming/paging and compression technologies have

improved enormously, however, there is still serious degradation of performance

when large data files or large amounts of digital data need to be transported over

the Web. Perhaps the only reasonable solution will be to wait for WWW2 (the

World Wide Web 2) and its greatly enhanced bandwidth.

Before moving on to the final challenge, it is perhaps worth mentioning

one interesting development in the area of data streaming that comes from a joint

venture between Warner Brothers Studios, a Hollywood Film Company, and

TRW, a high-tech, California-based defense industry firm. The PicturePipelineTM

can move full motion video in real-time and fully encrypted using DES 128-bit

encryption no less over the Internet. The current application of the
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Picture Pipeline is limited to being able to distribute digital movies and such for

multi-channel editing. However, many other applications, including web-based

testing, could benefit from that type of capability to securely and quickly

transport high-bandwidth data over the Web.

Optimal Ergonomic Design Of Web-Based Testing Interfaces

Despite the guidelines and "best practices" principles alluded in my

introduction, many WBT software products are developed and marketed with

limited or no "usability" research conducted, much less impact studies. Web-

based testing software vendors almost routinely post "IMS Compliant" on their

websites but fail to list "ADA Compliance" (Americans with Disabilities Act) or

other information suggesting that their products follow best practices and adhere

to the 1999 Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing or the ATP

Guidelines. The simple fact is that there is no certifying body for sound software

development, especially in critical applications like testing. Maybe it is time for a

change. In any event, it is time for more research.

The field of human factors has provided important research and

guidelines concerning the proper ergonomic design of many products in other

areas. During the 1980's the Human Factors Society conducted many studies on

interface designs covering research topics ranging from color and font selections

to menu design. It seems reasonable to demand more of that type of research for

computer-based and web-based tests. Further, more than "consumer
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preference" needs to drive that research. How much training is needed to learn

to effectively use keyword search engines? How can "help" systems be designed

to minimize the time the examinee spends searching irrelevant information?

How much training, on average, do examinees in the target population need to

master the various item types used? Do certain interface designs or components

facilitate performance? Does others penalize particular individuals in a manner

that is irrelevant to the purpose of the test?

Much of this research should also be combined with psychometric

research to directly assess its impact pacing and performance. Ultimately,

regardless of the purpose and use of a web-based assessment, we need high-

quality, fair, and efficient measurement instruments. Research can help to make

that happen.

Conclusions

It may be that this paper has raised many questions and provided few

answers. I hope that the ideas are stimulating and concrete enough to offer

some suggestions about new directions for research. I further hope that I was

able to justify the need for better education across many sectors of the web-based

testing community about technical aspects of psychometrics and high-stakes

testing needs. Finally, I would hope that I adequately conveyed the message

that there needs to be adherence to standards and principles of professional

practice and sdence.

24
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